THE DIVERGENCE BETWEEN
ACTUAL CENTRAL BANKING
AND CONVENTIONAL ECONOMICS

Actual money creation and the conduct of monetary policy are in some respects at variance with what is assumed in mainstream economics. Nonetheless, in turbulent times central banks have tended to take decisions that followed the widely accepted best practice. The resulting consequences were very unfortunate on at least two occasions. In the early 1930s, the dominant liquidationist doctrine prevented the Federal Reserve from providing commercial banks with adequate liquidity to stop runs by depositors. In the 2000s, the belief that stable inflation is sufficient to keep the economy on an equilibrium growth path prevented central banks from hiking interest rates enough to stop unsustainable lending booms. In both cases the central banks’ decisions were not questioned as they were in line with the prevailing beliefs of the day. Both experiences call for highlighting the divergences between how central banks are assumed to operate in mainstream economics and how they operate in practice. Identifying these divergences should improve the democratic accountability of central banks and provide inspiration for new advances in research.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Academic economists are correct in believing that the impact of both new classics and new Keynesians on practical policymaking in central banks is relatively small (Mankiw 2006). In contrast, the general public believes that central banks conduct their monetary policy as it is presented in standard economics textbooks. In reality, however, central banks are much more pragmatic than one would judge from their rhetoric. Yet, upon being challenged by difficult choices, they have tended to follow what was widely accepted to be the best practice. In the 1930s and in the 2000s, this contributed to financial crises and prolonged recessions.

In the early 1930s, the Federal Reserve, guided by the liquidationist approach, did not provide enough liquidity to American banks to stop the
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runs by depositors (Cogley 1999, Wheelock 1992). This caused the mass bankruptcies of banks, which transformed the initial recession into the Great Depression. In 2007, having learned from past mistakes, the central banks provided ample liquidity to banks as the recent crisis unfolded. However, what central banks had failed to do beforehand was to tighten monetary policy enough to contain unprecedented lending booms, the bursting of which led to balance sheet recessions rendering conventional monetary policy ineffective (Koo 2013).

The similarity between the central banks’ actions in the 1930s and the 2000s lies in their consistency with what was regarded as the best practice derived from the then dominant theoretical concepts. In the 1930s, the liquidationist approach was advanced by some of the most eminent economists of that era such as Hayek, Robbins, and Schumpeter (De Long 1990). In the 2000s, the best practice was derived from mainstream economics represented by the New Keynesian Synthesis (NKS) asserting that inflation alone is a sufficient indicator for interest rate policy (Alesina et. al. 2001).

The NKS was ill-adapted to offering correct guidance during the unsustainable lending booms in the 2000s, because it was based on the Loanable Funds Theory (LFT) asserting that the volume of credit is always optimal for the economy. The NKS also overlooked the possibility of banks taking large losses, which was the primary reason behind the severity of the recent global banking crisis (Jakab, Kumhof 2015).

In practice, most standard academic textbooks reflect almost exclusively the conventional views on money creation and the conduct of monetary policy (Boermans, Moore 2008). As textbook content is a powerful factor shaping public opinion and politicians’ beliefs, the absence of non-mainstream views still biases the public discourse on central banking, e.g. by taking for granted that quantitative easing (QE) programs result in “mass money printing,” which is strongly at odds with the reality (Slawiński 2016).

The actual money creation process runs in reverse order to what is still presented in standard macroeconomics textbooks, however this fact seldom
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1 In can be rightly assumed that the Federal Reserve failed to provide enough liquidity to the banking system, because it was adhering to the real bills doctrine (Bordo 2014). Yet, there were several waves of banking panic between 1930 and 1933, and the Federal Reserve was aware of the scale of the crisis. In the 1930s, some officials at the New York Fed proposed purchasing government securities to supply banks with the necessary liquidity (Cogley 1999). The cause of the rebuffing of this proposal was most probably the liquidationist doctrine (De Long 1990).
receives enough attention. Before 2007, only a handful of publications pointed out that money creation and the conduct of monetary policy were in several respects different from that presented in the textbooks. Such papers were usually written by central bankers (Holmes 1969), academics working for central banks (Goodhard 1994, 2009, Blinder 2006), or Post Keynesian economists (Moore 1988).

Post-2007 experiences started to reshape conventional thinking on money creation and the role of central banking. An indication of the underlying change are central banks publications highlighting that the process of money creation differs from that in standard textbooks (McLeay et. al. 2014).

The goal of this paper is to highlight the breadth of divergence between actual central banking and conventional economics. The inadequate acknowledgement of this disparity impedes both central banks’ communication policies and their democratic accountability. However, the burden of eliminating these divergences should not rest exclusively on the central banks. The task also calls for readjusting existing academic curricula by extending them to cover non-mainstream economics.

The best-known example is Hyman Minsky’s financial instability hypothesis, which was “rediscovered” for academic and public debate only during the recent crisis (Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco 2009, McCulley 2009), despite the fact that it had envisioned the exact scenario which unfolded twenty years after the publication of Minsky’s book (1986). The reason for the financial instability hypothesis receiving such belated attention was that it represented the Post Keynesian school largely ignored by mainstream economics.

The paper also highlights the two underestimated areas of central banking research which prove to be of critical importance in light of the recent global banking crisis and the Great Recession it caused.

First is the commercial banks’ role in the creation of interbank deposits (wholesale funding) on top of their widely known role in the creation of deposit money (retail deposits). It was mainly the interbank market funding which had financed the unsustainable mortgage booms, that triggered the 2007 crisis. While the capital adequacy standards were tightened for the banks, it may not have solved the problem. The risk remains that the short-term wholesale funding is still dominating among shadow banks i.e. institutions which invest in risky illiquid assets and employ high leverages. They – in contrast to the banks – remain substantially less regulated, so their balance sheets can get easily inflated (Singh, Aitken 2010).
Second, the government role in stabilizing money supply during periods of long-term deleveraging should not be ignored in light of the Japanese experiences. Fiscal expansion can stabilize money supply when the creation of deposit money is falling with the shrinking credit creation. Under the circumstances, the factor which can stabilize money supply is a fiscal expansion which, as was in Japan, converts the excess savings into money supply. Such possibility was envisioned by Milton Friedman (Friedman 1948).

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 confronts conventional textbook thinking on money creation with the actual process of its issuance. Section 3 offers a similar comparison for monetary policy. Section 4 identifies new avenues for research on central banking. Section 5 concludes.

2. MONEY CREATION

The main difference between the conventional perception of money creation and its actual issuance is that the former accepts the loanable funds theory, which limits the role of commercial banking to lending out paid-in deposits.

2.1. Money creation in conventional economics

The standard textbook description of money creation is derived from presupposing the Loanable Funds Theory (LFT). Under the LTF, it is the banking system as a whole that creates money, not individual banks. The theory rests on the credit multiplier — where a customer of one bank makes payments to customers of other banks and the latter can use these funds to extend their loans (Carpenter, Demiralp 2010). If this was really the case, banks could be seen as, in fact, lending goods and services which were not purchased at a given moment of time (Jakab, Kumhof 2015). Therefore, under the LTF, money is reduced to being a neutral veil covering the real economy.

The difference between the LFT and monetarism is that the latter highlights that money may cease to be a neutral veil if the central bank makes a mistake, as was the case in 1931-1933 in the United States, when the Federal Reserve fell short of fulfilling its function as the lender of last resort. The Fed’s failure to provide banks with adequate liquidity during the ensuing run on banks led to massive bank bankruptcies, which produced a 30% fall in money supply and transformed the initial recession into the Great Depression (Friedman, Schwartz 1963, Simons 1936).

Monetarism stresses the conditions which are necessary to ensure money neutrality. The way to achieve this is to shield money creation from potential
mistakes made by the central banks. Friedman believed that the central banks should adhere to the rule of increasing money supply at a constant rate so as to adjust it to the demand for money consistent with the potential rate of GDP growth. Since the money multiplier, i.e. the ratio of the money supply to the monetary base, was assumed to be stable, Friedman proposed controlling the money supply by controlling the monetary base.

He was convinced that the operational target of monetary policy should not be the interest rate but rather the monetary base. His view was based on empirical findings showing significant and variable delays between interest rate changes and their impact on the economy, which creates the risk that an interest rate cut or hike might not be appropriate in the future (difficult to forecast) state of the economy (Friedman, Schwartz 1963). The other reason which persuaded Friedman against central banks actively using interest rate policy was uncertainty about the actual level of the unobservable natural interest rate – a crucial reference point for adjusting interest rates.

2.2. Actual money creation

“In the real world banks extend credit, creating deposits in the process, and look for the reserves later”

(Holmes 1969).

As stated above, banks create money by extending loans (Goodhart 2009). An increase in liquid reserves is not required to create new loans and deposit money. It is only after creating new deposits that banks adjust their liquid reserves in accordance with the minimum reserve requirement. Thus, the direction of causality runs from money to the monetary base, i.e. in reverse order from that presented in the textbooks (Tobin 1963, Moore 1988, McLeay et. al. 2014).

The sequence of money creation is that a commercial bank issues deposit money by extending a loan and then it looks for liquid reserves. The reason is not just the obligation to keep liquid reserves at the required level. Banks cannot settle their mutual obligations using the deposit money they create. In the payment system they must use legal tender, i.e. liquid reserves which they hold with the central bank. There are two ways to acquire them: selling assets to the central bank or borrowing liquid reserves from the central bank or other commercial banks. An additional reason for keeping liquid reserves is that banks draw paper money from their current accounts to meet their customers cash withdrawals.
Hence, the deposit money, which is created by commercial banks, may play the role of universally accepted means of payment, because it is convertible into liquid reserves and paper money being the legal tenders issued by the central bank.

In times of economic stagnation and depressed expectations, the money multiplier tends to decline sharply. A spectacular illustration was the 2007 global banking crisis when central banks’ vast injections of liquidity into banking systems did not produce an increase in credit or the money supply (Cukierman 2017, Evans et al. 2004).

Also, contrary to what is assumed in the textbook credit multiplier, the volume of liquid reserves does not limit the ability of banks to extend loans and create money, because they can borrow any amount of liquid reserves from the central bank if only they possess eligible collateral. In fact, this is the main difference between the gold standard and modern monetary systems. Under the gold standard, commercial banks also created money “out of thin air” by extending loans, but the supply of liquid reserves was limited by the supply of gold, which put a firm cap on credit and money creation².

The textbooks postulate that central banks can control the money supply by controlling the monetary base. If it were the case, central banks would have adopted the monetary base as their operational target instead of relying on interest rates as they do today. There is a practical reason behind this choice though – the demand for the monetary base cannot be forecasted with a reasonable degree of accuracy (Goodhart 1994).

3. MONETARY POLICY

The main differences between conventional textbook and actual monetary policy arise from the former’s adoption of the rational expectations hypothesis (REH) which simultaneously minimizes the role of monetary policy and overstates the effectiveness of interest rates.

3.1. Monetary policy in conventional economics

Central banks are still presented in standard macroeconomics textbooks as institutions which tend to stimulate growth at the cost of increasing inflation, which is referred to as inflation bias. Another characteristic trait of

² Under the gold standard, inflation stability was to a large extent a matter of favorable coincidence, because the supply of gold (due to new discoveries) had been growing more or less at a rate consistent with long-term GDP growth in the world economy (Cassel 1936).
the standard textbooks is that they usually present the monetarist and the New Keynesian Synthesis (NKS) without sufficiently highlighting that the difference between the two lies in the fact that the former is based on adaptive expectations while the latter relies on the rational expectation hypothesis (REH).

Adaptive expectations allow monetarists to explain that, after inflating money supply by the central bank, economic agents initially take the nominal rise in wages for a real increase. The resulting economic growth acceleration continues until economic agents realize that the increase in wages was only nominal.

Friedman pointed out that the Phillips curve (illustrating the relationship between unemployment and inflation) is not stable, because successive periods of monetary expansion tend to bring only short-term growth acceleration at the cost of a permanent rise in inflationary expectations. He believed that the proper tool for shielding the economy from central banks’ inflation bias should be their relinquishment of discretional monetary policy and adherence to the rule of steady growth in the money supply.

The New Keynesians Synthesis (NKS), whose building blocks are New Classical and New Keynesian economics, is based on the REH. Accordingly, the NKS argues that the central banks’ attempts to accelerate growth through inflating the economy are futile even in the short run, because economic agents know in advance when a central bank will be prompted to initiate monetary expansion. They know ex ante that there will be only a nominal and not a real rise in wages. This is the main point of the time inconsistency hypothesis, which asserts that central banks are usually not able to accelerate economic growth even in the short term (Kydland, Prescott 1977).

Adopting the inconsistency hypothesis means that central banks may succeed in accelerating growth only through engineering unexpected (surprise) inflation, which firms would initially interpret as a signal of rising demand for their products and would expand production until realizing that they had observed only a general rise in inflation (Lucas 1972). Nowadays, such a move is inconceivable as central banks make announcements of a hike or a cut in interest rates long before their decisions are implemented.

When mainstream economics adopted the REH, it artificially reduced the monetary policy’s role as a countercyclical tool. The REH implies the perfect coordination of the decisions of economic agents. This is why New Classics, who also assume perfect price and wage flexibility, claim that the economy always remains on an equilibrium growth path (GDP volatility
results mainly from technological shocks), which renders monetary policy unnecessary. New Keynesians allow for some price and wage rigidities, which permits GDP to divert from its potential. Hence, they give some role to interest policy with the Taylor rule as its benchmark.

3.2. The actual conduct of monetary policy

“…a huge amount of ink has been spilled on the time consistency debate and so-called inflation bias – another debate that I consider to be over…”

(Blinder 2006).

Standard textbooks often point to central banks’ inflation bias in the context of Friedman’s worries that they may want to exploit the Phillips curve and trigger a price-wage spiral. A precedent was set in the 1970s when the two oil shocks hit the advanced economies at a time when trade unions were exceptionally strong in the then prevalent traditional branches of manufacturing. As global price competition was at that time still weak, firms were generally able to absorb rising labor costs by increasing prices.

An important reason why price-wage spirals were allowed to develop was that central banks’ policies were decided by governments worried that tightening monetary policy might raise unemployment figures. Characteristically, in the 1970s, the two central banks which succeeded in stopping the price-wage spirals by sufficiently tightening monetary policy were the Bundesbank and the Swiss National Bank – the only government-independent central banks at that time. This strongly suggests that the alleged inflation bias resulted mainly from central banks’ subordination to governments. In fact, after being given independence in the 1980s, the central banks were quick to abandon excessively accommodating monetary policy and stabilized inflation in their countries at the cost of a substantial rise in unemployment (Blanchard 2018; Bean 2006).

As regards textbook assertions that the only way for central banks to boost economic growth is by engineering surprise inflation, a large body of empirical evidence dating from the 1980s proves that preannounced interest rate changes do affect the economy (Mishkin 1980).

The REH incorporated by the NKS not only understates the role of monetary policy as a countercyclical tool, but it also overstates the effectiveness of interest rate policy, especially during recessions. If economic agents were confident about the timing and strength of an expected recovery, an interest rate cut would have a strong and rapid impact
on investment. In reality, uncertainty about the timing and the strength of a recovery tends to delay investment as the uncertainty increases the value of the option of waiting (King 2016).

The main deficiency of the way monetary policy is presented in the textbooks is the belief that the volume of credit is optimal (Keen 2014). The LFT simply assumes that there is no difference between economic agents lending to each other and bank lending. Actually, there is a fundamental difference between the two. Households or corporations are able to lend only the money or savings they possess, while banks can lend funds which they create themselves ex nihilo – if they are able (and they are) to convert the deposit money they create into legal tender (liquid reserves) which is necessary for settlements in the payment system.

Under the LFT the banking sector is not a source of instability, because its role is confined only to lending paid-in deposits. The recent global financial crisis proved that Hyman Minsky was right in exposing the large destabilizing potential in the banking system. He reasoned that it is the varying risk perceptions of banks that stand behind the development of an unsustainable lending boom (Minsky 1986).

4. NEW AVENUES FOR RESEARCH ON CENTRAL BANKING

The recent recession is likely to open new fields of research on central banking, one of which is the role of wholesale funding in the development of unsustainable lending booms. The other is the role of governments in stabilizing the money supply during periods of economic stagnation when bank net credit and money creation is falling.

4.1. The role of wholesale deposits in funding unsustainable mortgage booms

“Lehman… began to issue short-term liabilities – such as repos – to fund longer-term assets, just as banks use demand deposits” (Hoenig 2013).

In the textbooks, mortgage loans are financed with long-term funding (savings). Had it been the case, the rate of growth in mortgage loans would have been more or less equal to the rate of GDP growth, whereas before the recent crisis the former was consistently higher. The important source of
funding, which propelled mortgage lending growth, was the rapid increase in the supply of interbank (wholesale) deposits created by the banks themselves (Shin 2011 Honohan 2009).

The fact that wholesale deposits can be created by banks themselves is rarely acknowledged in academic literature and virtually nonexistent in the textbooks. The reason is that it is usually assumed that banks lend to each other only liquid reserves, which are created by the central bank. What the textbooks often overlook is the ability of banks to create wholesale (interbank) deposits in a similar way as they create retail (money) deposits.

Banks have the capacity to create wholesale deposits because they are able (as in the case of retail deposits) to ensure their convertibility into legal tender (liquid reserves) necessary for settlements in the payment system (Pozsar 2014).

The easiest way to create wholesale deposits is to use the repo market (Ślawiński 2015). This is how global investment banks fund their large trading portfolios (Morris, Shin 2008). Shadow banks (such as Special Investment Vehicles) also use the repo market to fund their securitization activities (Pozsar 2014). However, shadow banks do not have direct access to liquid reserves at the central bank and they have to obtain credit lines from banks to enable the settlement of their transactions in the payment system. The evidence that wholesale deposits can be created within the financial system is that before the global financial crisis the supply of bank liquid reserves was only steadily growing, while the rapid growth in wholesale deposits was an important driver of unsustainable mortgage booms (Singh, Stella 2012, Singh 2011).

The precipitous fall in prices of the illiquid structured bonds (like CDO3) was the main source of the banks’ massive losses (Wilmarth 2009), which triggered a run on the wholesale financing markets (Copeland et al. 2011, Gorton, Metrick 2009) and forced the central banks to start making massive liquidity injections into the banking systems4. Most probably, future textbooks will focus on the actual functioning of the wholesale funding markets in a more detailed way than currently is the case.

---

3 The issuance of the CDOs (Collateralized Debt Obligations) was the outcome of mortgage loans securitization (Acharya et. al. 2010)

4 Among the primary dealers of the Federal Reserve Bank are all global investment banks. Thus, after the outbreak of the global banking crisis, the Fed was playing the role of a global lender of last resort (Shin 2011).
4.2. Credit and money creation during balance-sheet recessions

“…the Great Recession in 1990 for Japan and in 2008 for the West demonstrated that private-sector borrowers can disappear…”

(Koo 2016).

A balance-sheet recession happens when the collapse of an unsustainable mortgage boom forces households to start abruptly deleveraging (Koo 2008). This leads to a prolonged recession because households are forced to cut their spending on goods and services for an extended period of time. The Japanese balance sheet recession was caused by the banking crisis in 1990.

The fact that a balance sheet recession brings deposit money creation to a halt has often been overlooked, because when the central banks launched their QE programs it was mistakenly perceived as “massive money printing”. In reality, it was only the central banks’ balance sheets and the commercial banks’ liquid reserves that were swelling up.

There were the two elements which stabilized the money supply despite the fall in bank lending. The first was fiscal expansion partly amounting to a conversion of excess savings into money. The second was a gradual revival of credit and money creation due to the economic recovery facilitated by quantitative easing programs (Sławiński 2016).

The role of governments in stabilizing the money supply is particularly worth highlighting, because the textbooks describe the process of money creation from a central bank’s perspective, yet in Japan the deleveraging process (net debt repayments) took more than a decade. The money supply was not at that time falling because the government was recycling the excess of savings to the economy by borrowing them from banks (by selling them government bonds) and using the borrowed funds to cover current expenditures and transfers which was fueling the bank accounts of households and firms, i.e. the money supply.

In Japan the outcome of the government’s fiscal expansion was a sharp increase in public debt. What is still very seldom acknowledged is that this
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5 Some economists analyzed the possibility of budget deficit money financing. Adair Turner argues that such a solution is technically possible, but it needs a genuinely independent central bank (Turner 2016). Budget deficit money financing is postulated in the Post-Keynesian Modern Money Theory (Tymoigne, Wray 2013). Yet, the proposed consolidation of fiscal authority and central bank is criticized even by the prominent representatives of this school of economic thought (Palley 2013).
problem was alleviated by the Bank of Japan’s QE (quantitative easing) programs which facilitated a *de facto* reduction of public debt. There is a substantial body of academic literature on QE’s role in reducing the interest burden of public debt service by stabilizing long-term interest rates. However, only a handful of publications highlight that when central banks purchase treasury bonds to keep them permanently\(^6\), it in fact amounts to a conversion of these bonds into zero coupon perpetuities bearing no burden for the government (Paris, Wyplosz 2014, Turner 2015, Corsetti et al. 2015).

**CONCLUDING REMARKS**

The way in which the central banks were depicted by the dominant economic theories concentrates on their actions in what is believed to be a predictable environment, which they face most of the time. Needless to say, each turmoil is far from standard situation. Therefore, established central banking theories can constitute a *de facto* constraint or even a misleading guidance when these institutions are faced with a dramatically different business environment around the time of turmoil. This provides the explanation for mistakes of the central banks when they had taken decisions in accordance with what was perceived as best practice. Similarly, this is the reason why non-standard actions can be faced with heavy criticism and therefore it takes time for them to be implemented, as was illustrated by the ECBs’ long belated launching of its QE.

This was clearly visible in the past. In the 1930s, the liquidationist approach gave the pretext for the lack of action by the Federal Reserve during several waves of banking crisis Cogley 1999, De Long 1990). In the 2000s, the trust in stable inflation as being a sufficient precondition to a stable economy (Alesina et al. 2001) excused many central banks from taking a sufficiently decisive monetary policy tightening against the wave of unsustainable lending booms (Turner 2015). Similarly, due to the excessive trust in the new methods of measuring and managing risk, central banker, regulators and supervisors grossly underestimated the scale of the excessive risk taken by banks and other financial institutions (Bookstaber 2017; Gambacorta Shin 2016).

\(^6\) It is hard to imagine the Bank of Japan selling treasury bonds from its portfolio as this would cause a substantial rise in long-term interest rates deepening the chronic stagnation in the Japanese economy.
The structural changes in the economies always call for an extension of the central banks’ research. One of the recent new phenomena, which can challenge the future role of central banking, is the persistent excess of savings in corporate sector resulting from the increasing role of investment in intangibles (Gruber, Kamin 2015), the fading labour bargaining position (European Parliament 2016) and the dominance of the maximizing shareholder value doctrine (Lazonick 2017).

The chronic excess of savings may necessitate (as has been the case in Japan) fiscal expansions to recycle those savings into the economy and thus preventing a prolonged stagnation (Blanchard, Summers 2017). The chronic excess of savings in the corporate sector can undermine financial stability if a substantial part of those savings remains to be invested in the shadow banks (Pozsar 2014). Despite certain regulatory improvements which followed the last turmoil, the shadow banks continue to be poorly supervised and substantially unregulated. Hence, by offering high (artificially leveraged) rates of return they are bound to continue attracting investors, despite the clear risks related to those institutions. Under such circumstances central banks will be forced to analyse not only the banking sector, but also the functioning of shadow banks and the sources of their financing.
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